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Good user experience is key to using any product, and the same holds true for APIs. The 
better the interface that’s used to consume APIs, the higher the chance of acheiving 
your business and technological objectives. 

In this whitepaper, we will be discussing documenting existing APIs using the Swagger 
framework. We will briefly walk through the different ways to generate the Swagger 
interface from an already coded API, and give an overview of adding documentation to 
the generated Swagger specification using SwaggerHub.
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An API is Only as Good as Its Documentation

APIs were conceptualized long before the advent of the PC, but were never openly discussed, and in-
stead left to the shadows of an application’s backend. APIs have only recently gained mass acceptance, 
starting with the prominent web-based API released by Salesforce in 2000. Since the advent of mobile 
and cloud computing, APIs have gone mainstream, with more and more companies and organizations 
understanding the business value of creating APIs. With a lot of web services emerging, the need to 
have clear API documentation for adopting these services became clear. 

API documentation is the information that is required to successfully consume and integrate with an 
API. This would be in the form of technical writing, code samples and examples for better understand-
ing how to consume an API. Concise and clear documentation — which allows your API consumers 
to adopt it into their application quickly — is no longer optional for organizations that want to drive 
adoption of their APIs. 

The importance of API documentation

A survey by ProgrammableWeb found that API consumers considered complete and accurate docu-
mentation as the biggest factor that figured in their API decision making, even outweighing price and 
API performance. Good documentation accelerates development and consumption, and reduces the 
money and time that would otherwise be spent answering support calls. Documentation is part of the 
overall user experience, and is one of the biggest factors for increased API growth and usage. 

Challenges of API documentation

But documentation can be a tedious process. Two of the biggest documentation issues that teams can 
run into include: maintenance and interaction between multiple web services. 

APIs, like so many other products, tend to evolve rapidly, during the development, and in some cases, 
in the release cycle. Maintaining and updating this documentation for your development team and end 
consumers, so they work with the API efficiently, becomes a difficult process. This is especially true if 
you’re using static documents, like a .pdf, to provide documentation to your end consumers.

The second issue is facilitating interaction between multiple web services. Applications are made up of 
multiple services that constantly communicate and interact with each other. As RESTful services grow 
in number, so do the programming languages that are used to implement them, making it harder for 
them to communicate. API Documentation can be thought of as the interface for consuming an API, 
and such, could have had to facilitate this interaction between these different web services. Regular 
API interfaces, be it text documentation, or others like Javadocs, do not allow them to communicate 
with each other.

These challenges, along with other API painpoints, led to the creation of Swagger, a framework for 
describing the operations of a RESTful API. In the next section, we’ll take a closer look at how Swagger 
can help address your documentation challenges. 
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Swagger is an open source, human and machine readable API framework to design, build, and document 
APIs. What this means is that Swagger defines an API’s RESTful contract, allowing all the API’s stake-
holders, be it your development team, or your end consumers, to understand what the API does and 
interact with its various resources, without having to integrate it into their own application. This contract 
is language agnostic and human readable, allowing both machines and humans to parse and understand 
what the API is supposed to do.  

The Swagger specification can be written in YAML and JSON. Here’s an example of what the API contract 
would look like:

Why Use Swagger?

The Swagger specification, defined in YAML

swagger: ‘2.0’
info:
  version: 1.0.0
  title: Echo
  description: |
    #### Echos back every URL, method, pa-
rameter and header
    Feel free to make a path or an opera-
tion and use **Try  
Operation** to test it. The echo server 
will
    render back everything.
schemes:
  - http
host: mazimi-prod.apigee.net
basePath: /echo
paths:
  /echo:
    get:
      responses:
        200:
          description: Echo GET
    post:
      responses:
        200:
          description: Echo POST
      parameters:
        - name: name
          in: formData
          description: name
          type: string
        - name: year
          in: formData
          description: year
          type: string

The Swagger specification, defined in JSON

{
  “swagger”: “2.0”,
  “info”: {
    “version”: “1.0.0”,
    “title”: “Echo”,
    “description”: “#### Echos back every 
URL, method, parameter and header\nFeel 
free to make a path or an operation and 
use **Try Operation** to test it. The echo 
server will\nrender back everything.\n”
  },
  “schemes”: [
    “http”
  ],
  “host”: “mazimi-prod.apigee.net”,
  “basePath”: “/echo”,
  “paths”: {
    “/echo”: {
      “get”: {
        “responses”: {
          “200”: {
            “description”: “Echo GET”
          }
        }
      },
      “post”: {
        “responses”: {
          “200”: {
            “description”: “Echo POST”
          }
        },
        “parameters”: [
          {
            “name”: “name”,
            “in”: “formData”,
            “description”: “name”,
            “type”: “string”
          },
          {
            “name”: “year”,
            “in”: “formData”,
            “description”: “year”,
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You can see in the above example how the Swagger contract describes what the API does, it’s request 
parameters and response objects, all without any indication of code implementation.

Web services defined with Swagger can communicate with each other irrespective of the language 
they’re built in, since Swagger is language agnostic and machine readable. This contract can be convert-
ed to beautiful, interactive documentation for the API’s end consumers using the Swagger UI automati-
cally, so the issue of maintaining and updating documentation is minimal. The interactive documentation 
for the above contract would look as shown below: 

Thus, the Swagger framework helps define a language agnostic, human readable format for APIs, 
that eases implementation, drives adoption, and stabilizes development. Since its creation, Swagger 
has become the world’s most popular framework for API development, with over one million monthly 
downloads of the open source Swagger tools, and has evolved into the industry standard for designing 
and documenting RESTful APIs.
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There are obvious benefits of generating a Swagger definition for your API. The question then arises: 
How do we generate a Swagger specification for an existing API? 

There are two general processes followed for generating a Swagger specification for an API. We’ve 
broadly identified them based on how the generation occurs. Keep in mind that Swagger is supported by 
an expansive community of open source and commercial tools. We’ll introduce just a few of the tools you 
can use to generate a Swagger file.

Swagger Generation During Runtime

In this method, the Swagger contract is generated from an API based on the meta-data added against 
the various resources, methods and controllers. This meta-data will generate the Swagger contract, cli-
ent-side code, and other artifacts during runtime. Typically, this meta-data would be in the form of code 
annotations. The tools trigger as the various methods and functions are called against their resources, 
and produces the Swagger contract from the metadata defined in the API. 

Swagger Core for JAX-RS-based APIs is one such example of a tool that generates the Swagger definition 
on runtime. To better elaborate this process, let’s consider a case where we have to generate the Swag-
ger specification from an API coded using JAX-RS, with the Jersey framework. 

There are three steps required to generate a Swagger document from an existing API: 

     1. Adding dependencies to your application

     2. Hooking Swagger Core to the application

     3. Initialize the Swagger contract

The Swagger project uses maven for build and deployment of artifacts, available on Maven Central. 
These maven dependencies would need to be added to your JAX-RS coded API for Swagger Core to run. 

A typical maven dependency would look like the one shown below:  

<dependency>

  <groupId>io.swagger</groupId>

  <artifactId>swagger-jersey-jaxrs</artifactId>

  <version>1.5.12</version>

</dependency>

Because of differences in major versions of the Jersey REST framework, users should use the swag-
ger-jersey2-jaxrs dependency for Jersey 2.x. The next step is to hook up Swagger Core into your API. 
Depending on the way Jersey is configured in your web service, you could hook up Swagger Core to your 
application using Spring, the Jersey’s container Servlet, or manually. 

Getting Some Swagger for Your APIs

https://swaggerhub.com?sr=whitepaper&md=codefirst
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Finally, based on the code annotations added in the previous steps, the Swagger definition can be ini-
tialized within your application during its runtime. The generated Swagger definition will be in two files, 
defined in JSON and YAML respectively.  

Here are some additional resources to better understand this process:

     1.  Generating Swagger for a Jersey Project

     2.  Generating Swagger for Spring based APIs

     3.  Generating Swagger for PHP based APIs

Swagger Generation During Build Time 

In this method, the Swagger contract is generated when preprocessing the API, that is, before runtime. 
Comments against various resources, methods and functions within the API help generate the Swagger 
specification. These comments are usually in a predefined, special syntax, based on the type of tool you 
use to generate the contract. The tool scans your API code for these special comments and produces the 
Swagger contract as an output. Cakephp-swagger and grape-swagger are prominent examples of tools 
that generate the Swagger contract during build time. 

There are disadvantages and advantages offered by both methods. Generating the Swagger specifica-
tion during runtime produces a more accurate API contract from the code, at the cost of software load 
in the form of additional dependencies, development time, and may add some overhead to the system. 
Conversely, generating the Swagger contract before runtime of the API is a more lightweight process, 
but there’s a good chance that the Swagger contract produced may not accurately describe your API, as 
it must be manually maintained. In both approaches, there will likely be some additional work needed to 
ensure the Swagger file generated accurately represents the operations of your API.
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The generated specification is the basis of your API’s technical and interactive documentation. A typical 
example of the generated JSON will be something like this: 

Documenting the API from the Swagger  
Specification

This contract is in no way the final, technical documentation. This generated specification would have to 
be further expanded by tech writers to be called actual documentation. Documentation from the gener-
ated contact would mean adding meaningful, understandable information that your end consumers can 
use to achieve API success. This information would be added in the metadata of the API contract. 

Documentation can be a tricky process. It’s a manual, collaborative operation that expects a lot of time, 
quality and empathy from the writers. When traversing the journey from API code to documentation, the 
most important thing to have is a seamless workflow that doesn’t make you break a sweat with addi-
tional setup. It is usually recommended to give API documentation its own, unique care and treatment, 
since documentation is the first interface that’s used by users and customers to consume your API of-
fering. 

SwaggerHub, a platform for developing and documenting APIs using Swagger, is one such tool for writing 
comprehensive documentation. It is a dedicated platform for documentation, with all the configuration 
and hosting taken care of, allowing you to seamlessly integrate documentation into your API workflow. 

This is supported by additional features like centralized cloud storage, forking, merging, pushing to 
source control hosts and deploying to API management platforms, so your entire API lifecycle can be 
orchestrated from one single focal point. 

https://swaggerhub.com?sr=whitepaper&md=codefirst
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Once your API’s contract is generated from your existing API code, you can import it in SwaggerHub, 
and continue your API journey. Once the specification is imported, the interactive documentation is au-
tomatically generated and hosted on SwaggerHub. The specification can be edited, with your technical 
writers adding the right information in your API that can gives its consumers the required information to 
integrate with it.

SwaggerHub’s built-in tools further assist in the documentation process. Some of them include:

      •  Compare & Merge: Compare and merge your API documentation stored in SwaggerHub with an 
          other API generated from your integration process, be it in your local machine or to another defi 
            nition stored in SwaggerHub. Learn more. 

     •  Collaboration & Issue Tracking: Work with multiple stakeholders on a centralized platform. Swag 
         gerHub provides the platform for teams to collaborate throughout the design and documentation  
        process, collecting feedback and tracking issues in real-time with comments in the SwaggerHub   
          editor. Learn more. 

    •  Secure Cloud-Hosting: Store your API definitions and documentation in a platform built for APIs.  
        SwaggerHub autosaves your work throughout the documentation process and provides a central  
          place to host your documentation, without the need to setup a server. Learn more. 

Adding human readable documentation to your API’s contract is what an API should aspire for, after 
which the documentation can be hosted in the environment of your choice. Once the documentation is 
done, users can publish the API for consumption. either on SwaggerHub, or directly to API Management 
platforms like AWS API Gateway or Microsoft Azure API Management systems.  

Closing Notes
Documentation is the usage manual of your API, and is one of the biggest drivers to achieving your 
API’s business goals. The Swagger framework alleviates documentation concerns, creating interactive, 
human and machine readable documentation, that’s auto generated and needs minimal maintenance. 
Generating the Swagger definition from an API’s code could mean more work, but the contract opens 
the doors to the good, useful API documentation that begets better adoption and consumption, which is 
what every API should strive. 
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Additional Resources 

Hopefully, this whitepaper provided the guidance your team needs to start documenting your existing 
APIs with Swagger. In addition to the approaches outlined in this whitepaper, a growing number of orga-
nizations are also adopting a “design-first” approach to Swagger, which starts with writing your Swagger 
definition and using that to drive the development of your API. 

SwaggerHub’s integrated development platform supports both approaches to documenting your APIs 
with Swagger. Below is a list of resources your team can use to implement the steps outlined in this 
whitepaper. When you’re ready you can sign up to try SwaggerHub for free. We offer a free version of the 
tool, which individuals developers and designers can use to start documenting their APIs with Swagger. 
We also offer professional plans, with advanced capabilities to enable your team to collaborate on your 
API’s documentation and control who can view and access the API. We also offer integrations to tools 
like source control, API management platforms, testing solutions, and more.

SwaggerHub
SwaggerHub is an integrated API development platform built for teams, that combines the capabilities 
of the open source Swagger tools, namely the Swagger Editor, Swagger UI and Swagger Codegen, with 
advanced and unique features to build, document and deploy APIs. SwaggerHub enables development 
teams to collaborate and coordinate the entire lifecycle of an API with the flexibility to integrate with the 
toolset of your choice. 

Learn More: SwaggerHub.com

Swagger Open Source
Swagger is an open source API framework, sponsored by SmartBear Software, that allows develop-
ers and teams to design, build, document and consume RESTful web services. The Swagger framework 
drives consistency and stability across the API workflow in a way that’s both machine and human read-
able. With over 10 million downloads and the industry standard for describing REST APIs, Swagger is the 
world’s most popular framework for RESTful services.
Learn more: Swagger.io

Swagger Community
The Swagger ecosystem is spearheaded by one of the most active developer communities in open 
source. You can find a few resources to connect with the community and get started with the tools or 
contribute to the development of the ecosystem. 

Learn more: Swagger.io/Community
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